Medical Practice Consulting Services transforms the experiences of independent health and medical practice owners, groups, and managers who want to serve their communities brilliantly, with a high quality of care, patient and family satisfaction, in ways that make sound financial sense and increase employee engagement.

“Independent practitioners need to get their arms around their practices,” Debbie Henderson, CEO and lead medical practice consultant, says. “We make that possible, so they can fulfill their passion and purpose.”

That evocative image led to the choice of the brand’s logo in aubergine and bright plum, which features a trio with arms locked in a heart around a cruciform. The choice reflects the strong bonds Henderson shares with top
management team members Kristin Wiggins, revenue cycle director, and Dawn Dreyer, contract procurement coordinator, which include family, friendship, and commitment to service.

“Our clients are an extension of our family,” says Henderson. “We want them to have a rewarding life and enjoy an exceptional income.”

Today, clients’ independent practices range in size from 1 to 100+ employees, and include solo medical practitioners, physician partners, dentists, nurse practitioners, outpatient treatment programs, and mental health cooperatives, among others.

“The MPCS home office is now a place where small town Southern hospitality meets the fast-paced demands of medical practices nationwide,” says Henderson.

MPCS continues to provide E.H.R. solutions that are field tested for value and ability to maximize the money practitioner-partners create through their practice, says Henderson.

“Each E.H.R. partner receives the support needed to meet state and federal requirements and exceed their own expectations,” she says. “Often, our partners make more money, fast, as a direct result of working with us, because we’re able to offer a high level of specialist expertise on their behalf.”

Plus, MPCS now offers coaching and consulting options to enhance professional growth, create new cash flow, train team, or mentor those who are ready to
step more fully into their leadership capacity, she says.

Medical Practice Consulting Services – http://medicalpracticeconsultingservices.com – 246 East Broad Street, is a leading national electronic health records and revenue management corporation. MPCS transforms the experiences of independent health and medical practice owners, groups, and managers committed to high quality of care, patient and family satisfaction, sound financial decision-making, and employee engagement.
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